Developing new ideas and algorithms in the fields of graph processing and relational learning requires datasets to work with and WikiData is the largest open source knowledge graph involving more than fifty millions entities. It is larger than needed in many cases and even too large to be processed easily but it is still a goldmine of relevant facts and subgraphs. Using this graph is time consuming and prone to task specific tuning which can affect reproducibility of results. Providing a unified framework to extract topic specific subgraphs solves this problem and allows researchers to evaluate algorithms on common datasets. This paper presents various topic-specific subgraphs of WikiData along with the generic Python code used to extract them. These datasets can help develop new methods of knowledge graph processing and relational learning. (FB15k, FB1M) . Recently, WikiData has been used in the literature: whole in [7] or as subsets (people and films) in [8] and [9] . It to be a diverse and qualitative dataset and the entire field could benefit from using it. In order to make it easier to use this dataset, we decided to build thematic subsets which are publicly available 1 . They are presented in this paper.
A knowledge graph is given by a set of nodes (entities) and a set of facts linking those nodes. A fact is a triplet of the form (head, relation, tail) linking two nodes by a typed edge (relation). WikiData is a large knowledge graph, archives of which can be downloaded.
We propose five topic-related datasets which are subgraphs of the WikiData knowledge-graph : animal species, companies, countries, films and humans. Each graph includes only nodes that are instances of its topic. For example, the dataset humans contains the node George Washington because the fact (George Washington, isInstanceOf, human) is true in WikiData.
More exactly, to be included nodes should be instances of the topic or of any subclass of the topic. For example countries contains USSR though it is not an instance of country. It is however an instance of historical country which is a subclass of country. Each graph includes as edges only the relations that stand true in WikiData. For example, the dataset humans contains the nodes George Whashington and Martha Washington and there is an edge between the two as the fact (George Whashington, spouse, Martha Washington) is true.
Eventually, facts involving the nodes of a subgraph but linking them to nodes that are not instances of the topic are kept as attributes. Note that as all the edges are labeled, each graph is a knowledge-graph itself.
For each dataset, we provide some metadata in 
Presentation of the code
The code provided 3 can be used to build the proposed datasets in three steps.
1. Call to get_subclasses on the WikiData ID of the topic entity (e.g. Q5 for humans) to fetch the various WikiData entities which are sub-classes of the topic entity (e.g. sub-classes of humans).
2 isolated from the rest of the graph but can still have attributes 3 https://github.com/armand33/WikiDataSets and keep only the lines corresponding to selected nodes. This returns a list of facts stored as pickle files. Labels 5 of the entities and relations are also collected on the way to be able to provide the labels of the attributes.
3. Eventually build_dataset turns this list of facts into the four files presented in table 3 (facts between nodes, attributes, entity dictionary giving for each entity its label and its WikiData ID, relation dictionary giving for each relation its label and its WikiData id).
Use of the datasets 4.1 Community Detection
Using the Scikit-Network 6 framework, we extracted communities from the humans dataset with the Louvain algorithm [10] . In order to visualize the communities, the 50 nodes of highest degree were then extracted along with their neighbors. A snapshot of the visualization is presented in figure 1 and is available at https://graphs.telecom-paristech. fr/human_graph.html.
Navigating through the graph, we find communities that seem to make sense (e.g. American artists, Vietnamese political leaders). We find as well (in pink on figure 1 ) the Chinese Tang dynasty, each small ball corresponding to an emperor and its wife and children.
Knowledge Graph Embedding
Using the TorckKGE 9 framework, we embedded the nodes (entities) of the humans dataset.
The model used is TransH with the same meta-parameters as the one recommended in the original paper [2] Figure 1 : Results of the Louvain algorithm on humans dataset. Each node has been assigned a community and each color corresponds to a community. Visualization was created using the 3d-force-graph library 8 . facts are then randomly split into training (0.8) and testing (0.2) sets. Training was done on Nvidia Titan V GPU during 1,000 epochs.
Evaluation protocol was done following the one presented in [1] . We present in table 9 the results on a link prediction task.
